Feature & Benefits

Clinical Problem Solutions
Clinical Problem:

NEW CURVED BANDS
Pre-contoured band for even
tighter interproximal contacts

Narrow neck improves
visibility and access

What are the benefits of
Pro-Matrix bands?

Smooth edges for increased
patient comfort

•

Easy to use: Tapered neck design allows for easier
placement, better visibility, and less obstruction

we will often discover significant damage to the underlying

•

2 sizes: wide (6mm) and narrow (4.5mm)

tooth. After removing all of the decayed portion of the

•

No risk of Sharps injuries when changing brands

tooth, there will not be much left for a matrix band to grab

•

No sharp edges

on to. Bleeding and fluid contamination are also challeng-

•

No chance of trapping the lip during tightening
of the band

•

Flexible enough to obtain a good contact point,
even for composite restorations

•

Available in two sizes: 6mm for use with molars,
and 4mm for premolars and childrens teeth.

When removing an old amalgam due to recurrent decay

es to overcome in placing a new restoration. A matrix that
requires minimal adjustment is helpful.
Solution:
Pro-Matrix bands are able to grab and hold on to teeth

Sliding band deflector
creates a band angulation
for a tighter fit around the tooth

with limited support. They even hold well on to teeth that
have significant taper in their prep design. Pro-Matrix does

Smooth tightening
mechanism to get the
required fit

a good job of creating an adequate seal at the cervical
portion of the tooth, which helps keep the prep clean and

Especially Useful
When Sectionals Can’t Be Used

dry for easy placement of any material that may be
needed. The convenience of a disposable matrix and band
which has been set up in advance makes Pro-Matrix an

Clinician’s Comments

excellent choice for handling this challenging situation.

•

Large gaps exist between teeth

•

Adjacent tooth is missing

Nageen Rak, DDS:

•

Large and wide interproximal box

“These are very unique as they are “all in one” and very simple to use. They are lightweight, smooth, and do not pinch the patient’s

•

Cusp replacement

lips upon placement or when tightening them around the teeth. These bands slide through interproximal contacts very easily, even

•

Large MOD cavities

tight gingival embrasures.”

•

Amalgam restorations

Jeffrey Peifer, DMD:
“You just pop them out of the packs and tighten them down onto teeth. The bands are very easy to place and adapt, especially
for build-ups on adults and maxillary posterior fills on kids. The cleanup is quick–just remove and throw away. I think it is a major
improvment over tofflemire matrices. Less time messing with tofflemire means the procedure goes that much quicker.”

Preparing Pro-Matrix
Before use, adjust the
toggle to suit the
mouth quadrant in
which the Pro-Matrix
is being used.

Positioning Pro-Matrix
The toggle should be
positioned closest to
the gum-line to
ensure the correct fit
around the tooth.

Tightening Pro-Matrix
Fit the band around
the tooth and tighten
by turning the
thumbscrew clockwise. Apply wedges
and shape the band
using a suitable
burnishing tool if
required.

Restore tooth
Perform restoration
using normal clinical
procedure.

Removal
To remove the band,
first loosen it by
turning the handle
2-3 turns
anticlockwise.

